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MARSHALL CAREER SERVICES      
By TAYLOR STUCK
THE PARTHENONMarshall University an-nounced Monday two budget conservation measures that will be effective immediately — a freeze of hiring non-crit-ical personnel and funds in some revenue accounts will be swept. In a message sent to university faculty and staff, President Ste-phen Kopp said the measures are part of an effort to balance the cost of providing a quality edu-cation along with the increasing 
pressure on students’ finances.
“These actions will conserve important resources, while 
providing the flexibility we 
need to fulfill our strategic pri-orities and our public mission,” Kopp said in the message.The freeze of hiring non-crit-ical personnel does not apply to searches already in progress or to mission-critical positions. According to the Human Resource Services’ website, 
to be exempt from the freeze the position must be critical to campus and personal health and safety, in compliance with federal, state and local laws 
and regulations, delivery of es-sential university or student services, courses necessary for timely academic progression or graduation, the advance-ment of academic mission and the position serves a critical leadership role.Funds will be swept in some revenue accounts, leaving an adjusted balance of either $5,000 or the current balance if it is less. Funds already en-cumbered are not included in this action. Adjustments will also be made to cover unencumbered 
March purchasing card trans-actions. Purchasing cards are a simple, streamlined way for departments to purchase small-dollar items and man-
age expenses, according to the Marshall University Research Corporation 2012 purchase card policies and procedures manual.Departments will be able 
to file a request to release the swept funds.Kopp said these measures 
will add extra steps to the uni-versity’s processes, but the 
challenging financial times 
require the university to take 
action now to ensure the finan-cial health of the university.“Decisions have and will continue to be framed around the priorities and mission of our university, and as such, the best interests of our students and our employees,” Kopp said in the message.  University administration anticipates an 8.9 percent cut of state appropriations — ap-
proximately $5.11 million — to be cut from the budget.  “All of us are aware of the 
significant financial challenges 
facing our state,” Kopp said in the message. “It is in the news 
every day. State tax revenues continue to fall, and it looks in-creasing likely that the state will end this budget year in the red.”In his report to the Board of Governors in February, Kopp said the cuts to the school’s budget would impact tuition 
by $700 if the whole deficit were shifted to tuition.Kopp was unavailable for further comment.
Taylor Stuck can be con-
tacted at stuck7@marshall.
edu.
By CAITLIN KINDER-MUNDAY
THE PARTHENONAs the temperatures rise, Marshall University students and staff are removing layers and leaving the classroom and heading to the plaza to enjoy some sunshine.  The week began with tem-peratures ranging from the mid to high 70s. Today, tem-peratures hit a high of 83 degrees during the afternoon hours. Students made the decision this morning to pull out the summer clothes and put on 
flips flops, dresses and shorts. Stephanie Davis, a senior criminal justice major, was wearing cowboy boots and a strapless sundress today, and 
said she was excited to see the temperature was up when she got ready for class.“I was standing in front of my closet today, looking at sweat-ers and hoodies,” Davis said. Like many other students searching for something to 
wear, Davis had to find her summer clothes in storage this morning.Adam Blankenship, a junior engineering major, said it is much easier to warm up than cool down. 
“You can walk around naked and be hot in the summer, but you just have to put on more clothes to be comfortable when it’s cold outside,” Blankenship said. “I can’t even wear sleeves without dying from a heat stroke.”A variety of students are also stepping outdoors ready to take part in activities that they love. Some are ready for horse-back riding while others are pointing their cameras to snap a few pictures. Chrissy Pauley, a junior edu-cation major, focused in on the 
flowers blooming on a tree out-side James E. Morrow Library. Despite the bees swarming, Pauley has taken quite well to the warm weather. 
“We can finally walk on campus without big coats and heavy boots,” Pauley said. “It just feels so nice to be able to be outside.”Though some people are not 
as excited about the weather, there are others much more used to temperatures much more intense than 80 degrees. Blankenship said he would rather it be cold all year round. Besides being able to ski, he said cold weather has much more to offer. 
“I like the way snow looks, honestly,” Blankenship said. “It adds something to the scenery. 
I don’t care about flowers, so warm weather doesn’t provide any visual for me.” Senior criminal justice ma-jor, Adam Lucas, said he loves being able to enjoy the warm weather even if all his summer clothes are back in his home-town of Grafton, W.Va. “I was over in Iraq in 2009 and this was all I was used to,” Lucas said. “When I see snow-
flakes, I’m like crud.” Karen Collinsworth is the supervisor of the campus Star-bucks. She was seen outside enjoying her break. “I’m loving it, digging it actu-ally,” Collinsworth said. “It feels great outside.”Collinsworth said it had been a busy day in Starbucks despite the heat inside the coffee shop. Sales on cold drinks, such as iced coffees and teas had in-creased by at least 20 percent. A few Marshall professors were seen taking their classes outside to soak up the sun while learning the day’s lesson. Many students were also sit-ting on the grass across campus 
‘Budget conservation measures’ announced in preparation for upcoming cuts 
By ASHLEY HERRALD
THE PARTHENON“Spring cleaning” has taken a new meaning for Huntington residents this April as the new Junk Ordinance introduced by mayor Steve Williams comes into effect July 1.As part of a combined effort with the Public Works divisions of sanitation, trash, motor pool, 
street, flood wall and traf-
fic engineering, Huntington residents have until July 1 to spruce up their properties be-fore the city starts enforcing new ordinances that prohibit unsightly items outside of resi-dents’ homes. This includes tall grass, weeds, litter and house-hold items such as couches on 
porches that belong inside.Williams said his vision for a cleaner Huntington was sparked by walking Marshall University’s campus.“I looked around at Marshall and saw how clean and nice it was then walked off cam-pus and saw that neighboring streets had a grime look to it,” Williams said.Along with the Public Works divisions, police and fire departments are also teaming together to speed up the process of cleaning Huntington.Williams said the police and 
fire departments are identify-ing places that need the most sprucing up.
“Every department is work-ing together to get the city ready for July when the or-dinance goes into full effect,” Williams said.Williams said he believed Hun-tington is in need of a clean up and so far his efforts along with others’ have been successful.“Last weekend alone we col-lected ninety tons of trash just in Westmoreland and parts of the West End,” Williams said.Along with cleaning up the city of Huntington, Williams said this project would improve citizen’s way of life.“We see that when neigh-borhoods start to decline that 
Huntington preps for new junk ordinance
See SPRING | Page  5
See JUNK | Page  5
By MIRANDA PEMBERTON
THE PARTHENONExercise enthusiasts will get the chance Thursday to work-out and help the community by participating in a Pedal for PATH spin-a-thon from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Marshall Uni-versity Recreation Center.Aaron Dom, Pedal for PATH coordinator, said they hope to actually have the spin-a-thon in the lobby of the Rec Center.Pedal for PATH helps locally with the PATH trail.“This is a spin-a-thon fund raiser to raise money for the Paul Ambrose Trail for Health,” Dom said. “Which is what PATH stands for.”According to the PATH 
website, 80 percent of events go to new trails for PATH while the other 20 percent goes to maintaining current PATH trails. PATH is named after Dr. Paul Ambrose, a local doctor 
who was dedicated to fighting obesity. Ambrose died at the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001. “It runs from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. in one hour time slots,” Dom said. “Each hour, there will be a new instructor also.”People of all ages are en-couraged to come out.“This is for anybody of any skill level,” Dom said. “Plus, there’s going to be good mu-sic, so it’s a great way to get a workout in and help a cause.”
The goal is to raise aware-ness about health and the PATH.“There is no real set goal,” Dom said. “Any funds really help, and we want as many people to come as possible.”Online registration has al-ready ended, but participants can still show up at the door and register.“There is a $20 registration fee,” Dom said. “That includes a free T-shirt and a chance to win some door prizes. We’re happy to have anybody come out. We really look forward to this event.”
Miranda Pemberton can 
be contacted at pember-
ton23@marshall.edu.
Pedal for PATH to raise money for Trail for Health
PHOTOS BY ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Students enjoy the spring weather outside on Marshall 
University’s campus, Tuesday.
Warm temperatures 
spring onto campus
Herd tennis takes on Louisville in last home match of season > More on Sports
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By KELCIE COBURN
THE PARTHENONMarshall University stu-dents gathered Tuesday outside the freshman dorms to take part in Dirty Double Dare to test their mental and physical abilities through a combination of messy chal-lenges and trivia.Freshman participants drew in a crowd and caused some eyebrows to be raised while taking on the unusual challenges.Kelsey Gault, junior exer-cise physiology major, said the commotion caught her atten-tion as she was leaving the rec center. “I walked around the cor-ner, and I saw people playing twister with Jell-O,” Gault said. 
“I had to stop and watch at this point.”According to Whitney Ad-kins, the co-director of the Marshall University Public Relations Campaign Club, the event’s purpose was more than just to have a good time. The Department of Housing and Resident Life was aiming to raise awareness and knowl-edge of the Living Learning Community to get students to enroll in LLC and increase participation. “The Dirty Double Dare was just to try and get as 
many first-year residents as we could to get interested in what’s going on, “Adkins said. “We wanted to provide com-munity-based games so that way they understood being 
around RA’s, people that live in LLC’s and the Department of Housing Residents life.”Adkins said it is impor-tant to create a family-like atmosphere for first-year students to show students that there is a huge support system. Because Marshall is a commuter school, many students who live in the resi-dence halls go home on the weekends and do not always get involved in the campus community. According to Adkins, being a part of the housing resident’s life and living in that type of atmosphere can be very fun.“It becomes a really good support system and is kind of your home away from home,” Adkins said. 
Students seemed to enjoy the Dirty Double Dare despite the messy activities.Freshman participant, Mi-cah Dunn, said the challenges were very amusing.“I had to carry ketchup and eat whipped cream,” Dunn said. “It’s 
definitely a way to get people out here and do fun things. I’d come out and do this stuff again any day.”Having a support system within the campus community can be a valuable resource for students. The LLC promotes involvement in the campus community and provides fun ways to meet other students 
and make their first year at Marshall one they will enjoy. 
Kelcie Coburn can be 
contacted at coburn15@
marshall.edu. 
Marshall gets messy for the Dirty Double Dare
ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Students take advantage of the warm weather and compete in Jell-O 
Twister during Dirty Double Dare, Tuesday, between Freshman 
North and Freshman South Residence Halls. 
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Artists Series will bring “The Addams Family” to life on April 28 at the Keith Albee Perform-ing Arts Center. “The Addams Family: A New Musical Com-edy” will be the last Artist Series show of the semester and will take to the stage at 7:00 p.m.Angela Jones, Marshall’s director of marketing and ex-ternal affairs said, the Marshall Artists Series announced the lineup of shows last summer, and that “The Addams Fam-ily: A New Musical Comedy” has never toured in this area before. “The Addams Family: A New Musical Comedy” is often rec-ognized because the “Addams 
Family” comic book was turned into a movie. Jones said she believes students are expecting a com-edy, but they will be in for a surprise when they see the musical element.Performances of “The Ad-dams Family: A New Musical Comedy” started in March 2010 at the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre in New York City. It ran until December 2011 and instantly became one of Broadway’s biggest hits.Tickets are currently on sale, and full time students can obtain tickets for free, part time students can obtain tickets for half price and fac-ulty and staff can purchase two tickets at half price start-ing April 15.
By JOHNATHON S. LANDAY
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS 
(MCT)Even as its civilian leaders publicly decried U.S. drone attacks as breaches of sover-eignty and international law, Pakistan’s premier intelli-gence agency secretly worked for years with the CIA on strikes that killed Pakistani insurgent leaders and scores of suspected lower-level 
fighters, according to classi-
fied U.S. intelligence reports.Dozens of civilians also re-portedly died in the strikes in the semi-autonomous tribal region of Pakistan bordering Afghanistan that is a strong-hold of al-Qaida, Afghan militants, other foreign jihad-ists and a tangle of violent Pakistani Islamist groups.Copies of top-secret U.S. in-telligence reports reviewed by McClatchy Newspapers 
provide the first official con-
firmation of joint operations involving drones between the U.S. spy agency and Pakistan’s powerful army-run Inter-Ser-vices Intelligence Directorate, or ISI, as well as previously unknown details of that coop-eration. The review takes on 
important significance as the administration reportedly is preparing to expand the use of drones in Afghanistan and North Africa amid a wide-spread debate over the legality of the strikes in Pakistan.The documents show that while the ISI helped the CIA target al-Qaida, the United States used drone strikes to aid the Pakistani military in its battle against the Taliban Movement of Pakistan, or TTP, 
assistance that the Obama and Bush administrations never explicitly acknowledged or le-
gally justified.The White House did not respond immediately to a request for a comment on 
McClatchy’s findings. The Pakistani government denied there was ever any coopera-tion on drone strikes.The partnership was so extensive during the Bush ad-ministration that the Pakistani intelligence agency selected its own targets for drone strikes. Until mid-2008, the CIA had to obtain advanced approval before each attack, and under both administrations, the Pak-
istanis received briefings and videos of the strikes.The U.S. intelligence reports illustrate how the Pakistani army retained its grip on na-tional security policy after 2008 elections ended the na-tion’s fourth bout of military rule and brought to power a civilian government, which condemned drone strikes as violations of Pakistan’s sover-eignty and international law. The strikes killed hundreds of civilians and produced new recruits for Islamist ex-tremist groups, charged the government, which resigned last month in advance of May 11 parliamentary voting.What remains unclear is the degree to which the gov-ernment under President Asif Ali Zardari, which tried un-successfully to wrest control of the ISI from the military, acquiesced in the CIA-ISI collaboration.
CIA collaborated 
with Pakistan spy 
agency in drone war
See DRONES | Page  5
“The Addams Family” performance 
on schedule for Marshall Artists Series
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON
Stephen Lawson plays French horn, Tuesday,  at the Jomie Jazz Forum.
Department of Music 
hosts French horn concert
By KIMBERLY SMITH
THE PARTHENONMarshall University’s De-partment of Music hosted an ensemble concert Tues-day that featured Professor Stephen Lawson playing the French horn for students and faculty in the Jomie Jazz Center.Stephen Lawson has been a horn professor at Marshall for 11 years, and music pro-fessors have the option to put concerts on every year. “It’s not something we have to do,” Lawson said. “It’s something we do to model for our students be-cause we expect them to do performances as well.”Most of the students who attended the concert were music majors. Danielle Ocheltree, senior horn per-formance major, was one of the students in attendance and said his major is defi-nitely challenging. “Seeing one of my profes-sors perform always gives me hope for the future,” Ocheltree said. She said she hopes to work with a record label or pro-ducer when she graduates. While most of the students were there to support their professor, not all of those who were present were as fa-miliar with music as others. Cameron Morrison, freshman sports medicine major, was there for a class 
assignment. “It was better than I ex-pected it to be,” Morrison said. “I don’t have high ex-pectations when it comes to these kinds of events, so I was surprised at how much I enjoyed it.”Morrison said there was a high possibility he would at-tend another concert if they host another one soon. Marlayna Maynard, who sang, and Alanna Cushing and Henning Vauth, who both played the piano, per-formed along with Lawson.“This year, the Interna-tional Horn Society is having a theme of horn and song,” Lawson said. He said he, Vauth, and Maynard are performing a piece together in August at a convention hosted by the In-ternational Horn Society in Memphis, Tenn.“Horn players from all over the world come,” Lawson said. “University faculty play, big time recording artists play and people from major orchestras are there.”Lawson said he has been teaching music for 28 years, but his love for music started as a child. He said he always enjoys opportunities like these concerts to do what he loves and share it with others. 
Kimberly Smith can be 
contacted at smith48@
marshall.edu.
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By KYLE GIBSON
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall Tennis Team will play 
its final set of home matches Wednes-
day at 1 p.m. against the Louisville 
Cardinals. 
These matches will be different 
from many of the previous home 
contests because the matches will be 
played on Marshall’s campus. 
Due to weather issues earlier in the 
team’s season, some of the matches 
slated for the campus tennis center 
were played at the indoor Huntington 
Tennis Club in Barboursville. 
Sophomore Ellie Ball said being 
able to play at the campus courts is 
important because of warm weather 
and support from the fans.
“I mean it’s nice to be able to play 
outside, because obviously we don’t 
get to do it much because of the 
weather around here,” Ball said. “It’s 
nice and we get the home support, 
which is great to have.”
Ball also said the match on campus 
can benefit the fans who have diffi-
culty making the trip to Barboursville. 
“We have a lot more fans here than we 
do at the indoor club in Barboursville, 
because it’s harder for everyone to get 
to,” Ball said. “Some students may not 
have cars, so it helps to play here.”
Even though the match is the team’s 
final at home, sophomore Kai Broom-
field said it is important to treat it just 
like every other game. 
“Every match is important to us and 
we go into every match looking to win,” 
Broomfield said. “It’s good to have a 
match at home, but we are focused on it 
the same way as the other games.”
The Herd record stands at an even 
10-10, while Louisville’s record is at 
11-6 overall. 
For Marshall, the match is the next 
to last of the regular season, with one 
game remaining after the matchup 
with the Cardinals against Cincin-
nati on Friday before the Conference 
HERDZONE.COM
Senior Dominika Zaprazna.
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON
Senior Kara Kucin.
Herd tennis takes on Louisville 
in last home match of season
By SHANNON RYAN
CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)
Rick Pitino went to back-to-back champi-
onship games in 1996 and ‘97 with Kentucky, 
winning the first season’s NCAA Tournament 
and finishing as the runner-up the next.
So can the Cardinals get back and do it 
again?
Not long after the confetti was swept off 
the Georgia Dome court early Tuesday after 
Louisville beat Michigan for the title, that’s 
what college basketball fans wondered.
Louisville will be shooting for a third-
straight Final Four next season. And 
another title.
Who will be on the team and who will be 
gone?
“I want to encourage all my guys to put 
their name in the draft, just get the expe-
rience of trying out,” Pitino said. “Probably 
two of them will come back. One may go. 
They deserve the experience the amount 
they’ve worked.”
The players to keep an eye on will be ju-
nior guard Russ Smith, junior center Gorgui 
Dieng and sophomore forward Chane Be-
hanan. Smith’s father has said his son is 
turning pro and Pitino has admitted the 
same for Dieng.
Point guard Peyton Siva will graduate.
But the Cardinals return tournament 
phenomenon Luke Hancock, who scored 
42 points in the two Final Four victories 
and was named the most outstanding 
player.
Freshman forward Montrezl Harrell 
showed a glimpse of what he could be like 
next season. He scored eight points against 
Wichita State in the semifinal.
Sophomore guard Kevin Ware’s return 
will depend on his recovery from his bro-
ken leg.
Five-star point guard Terry Rozier and 
four-star recruits in shooting guard Anton 
Gill and Akoy Agau could help. Point guard 
Chris Jones is considered one of the top ju-
nior college players.
Michigan might have a much harder time 
returning to the Final Four.
Sophomore point guard Trey Burke, 
Tim Hardaway Jr. and Glenn Robinson III 
all could turn pro before their eligibility is 
up. Burke, the national player of the year, 
seems the most likely to depart.
“Honestly, I’m not thinking about it right 
now,” he said early Tuesday after the Wol-
verines’ loss in the final. “This game hurts 
so much. That’s something I’ll just talk over 
with my coaching staff, my parents really 
over the next couple of weeks. I’ll make a 
decision from there.”
The Big Ten could belong to Michigan 
State next season. The Spartans lose only 
Derrick Nix to graduation, which is a big 
loss. But freshman Gary Harris and junior 
forward Adreian Payne could leave for the 
NBA draft.
Indiana won titles in 1981 and 1987 af-
ter Louisville won in 1980 and 1986. But 
that trend appears to be a long shot next 
season.
The Hoosiers’ best opportunity to win 
was probably this season.
It appears likely Cody Zeller and Victor 
Oladipo will enter the draft.
Pro defections will shake up 
NCAA landscape next season
By COURTNEY SEALEY
THE PARTHENON
    Marshall University recruit 
Angelo Jean-Louis, 20, was 
arrested early Tuesday after 
allegedly using a stolen credit 
card.
Marshall University Police 
filed the criminal complaint, 
and a warrant was issued af-
ter a thorough investigation. 
According to Cabell 
County Magistrate Mike 
Woelfel, Jean-Louis has been 
charged with two felony 
counts of fraudulent use 
of an access device. The 
card was used twice at the 
7-Eleven on 19th street and 
Fifth Avenue in Huntington, 
once for $14.20 and $11.62, 
both on April 3.  
He was booked at Western 
Regional Jail at 5 a.m.
The Marshall sports in-
formation office released a 
statement upon his arrest 
that said the matter will 
be handled internally and 
appropriately.
Jean-Louis is a four-star 
junior college prospect from 
Fork Union Military Acad-
emy. He was considered to be 
among the top prep school 
prospects of 2013. 
The Palm Beach Central 
High School graduate origi-
nally was recruited by Miami 
University, but could not get 
his academics in order to 
qualify for the 2012-2013 
year. 
He then decided to enroll 
in the Fork Union Military 
Academy in Virginia to raise 
his grades and test scores so 
he could re-enroll at Miami 
in time for the 2013 sea-
son. However, his plans fell 
through when Miami flagged 
his test scores.
Soon after, Jean-Louis 
traveled to Huntington to 
tour the campus and foot-
ball facilities. He verbally 
committed to play for the 
Thundering Herd the Mon-
day after his visit.
Jean-Louis enrolled at Mar-
shall this past spring and has 
been working since January 
to be academically eligible to 
participate in the fall. 
The Marshall University Po-
lice could not be reached for a 
statement.
Jean-Louis was released 
Tuesday at 11:35 a.m. on a 
$20,000 bail.
Courtney Sealey can be 
contacted at Sealey3@mar-
shall.edu.
JEAN-LOUIS
Star Marshall recruit 
arrested on fraud chargesBy BRAXTON CRISPTHE PARTHENONMarshall University has had a history of 
outstanding defensive ends coming out of 
the football program for well over 10 years. 
Names such as Jonathan Goddard, Albert 
McClellan and Vinny Curry strike recent 
memory. There very well could be two 
more names to add to that list soon, in cur-
rent defensive ends Jeremiah Taylor and 
Alex Bazzie. Taylor and Bazzie have been 
benefitting this spring from having their 
own defensive ends coach in Sean Cronin. 
Cronin, who was with the Herd for the 
2010 season, spent the last two seasons at 
Temple with new Marshall defensive co-
ordinator Chuck Heater. Now, Cronin has 
rejoined the Herd staff and has seen some 
welcome sights in the development of Tay-
lor and Bazzie since he was last here.
“When I was here last time, Bazzie was 
a backup linebacker,” Cronin said. “When 
I was here, he was young and he was still 
learning how to play football and every-
thing like that. Then, to come back and see 
how far he’s come — it’s shocking.”
Cronin recalled coaching Taylor in 2010, 
when he was a backup behind now-NFL de-
fensive end Vinny Curry. 
“When I had him, he was behind Vinny, 
but he was a solid backup,” Cronin said. “I 
felt comfortable with him in the game, even 
back then. He is strong dude, because he 
used to be so big his body is used to carry-
ing that weight, but now he’s slimmer and 
he’s retained all that strength.”
The one trait that Cronin praised most 
about Taylor and Bazzie is their endurance 
because it keeps them in plays even when 
the called scheme may have broken down. 
Cronin felt that Bazzie found his role on the 
team in the time he was gone and Bazzie 
worked solely with defensive tackles coach 
J.C. Price.
“In his time with J.C. on the defensive 
line, he’s really blossomed into a big-time 
player,” Cronin said of the former line-
backer Bazzie. “He’s a high-motor guy, who 
is tough as hell, and he just goes. He’s not 
always perfect with his technique, but he 
goes. That’s what Vinny did.”
Heater has chosen to run the defense 
by splitting up the defensive ends and de-
fensive tackles with their own individual 
position coaches. Despite having separate 
titles, Cronin and Price have worked to-
gether the majority of the time with their 
position players because the ends can 
learn from the tackles and vice versa.
“Most of the skills needed to play defen-
sive end are the same skills needed to play 
defensive tackle,” Cronin said.
Cronin returns to right ship along D-line
ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Senior defensive end Jeremiah Taylor takes on a Houston defender last season. Taylor has 
accumulated 108 tackles, 10.0 sacks and a pair of forced fumbles during his career at Marshall.
See CRONIN | Page  5
See TENNIS | Page  5
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What are your feelings on North 
Korea?
n I’m worried
n We have nothing to worry 
about
n What’s going on in North 
Korea?
Editorial
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By KUYLER MCCOMAS
COLUMNIST
     On Tuesday, reports began to surface about a young male student who allegedly carried out a mass stabbing at Lone Star College. While many details are unclear as of Tuesday night, these types of incidents — or more precisely, extensive media coverage of these incidents — are becoming a staple of our society.While overall crime in the United States is on a slow decline, events like Tuesday’s stabbing in Texas seem to be at a rise. Whether more events like this are happening or not is a matter of constant debate, and the increased aware-ness of these situations is fueling continuous debate about how to stop the kill-ing in the future. This column is my sub-mission into that argument.One idea that has been on my mind for the last several months is that despite the debate about new regula-tions versus more concealed weapons, the root madness that makes people want to kill is still too taboo to re-ally discuss. Although as Americans we seem to ac-cept that James Holmes acted Win an insane way or that Adam Lanza was men-tally troubled, we do not seem willing to have a real debate about the cause of that illness and how to pre-vent it.I feel like mass shootings — and now stabbings — are being treated in many of the same ways as traffic viola-tions. While I believe that no one wants to see these kinds of events continue, we have not taken the ini-tiative to really try and prevent the conditions that 
can cause mass murder, just as we have not stopped drivers from making mis-takes that lead to tragic traffic accidents. Instead, we have focused on treating just a few of the contribut-ing factors like the size of the gun, number of rounds in the clip or speed of the automobile. One of the biggest prob-lems, as I see it, is the constant coverage of the killers themselves. While the mass shooting last year in the Aurora, Colo. the-ater continues to see media coverage, most of it has fo-cused on James Holmes, the suspected perpetrator. Is it wise to dwell on the nar-cissistic personality of a suspected killer if knowing that that narcissism is what could have motivated that crime in the first place? And at the same time, could avoiding a discussion of this fact cause others to go undiagnosed and maybe de-velop into killers?The paradox described above cannot prevent us from having a dialogue about conquering and controlling mental illness.  What can we do as a society to make this happen less? Obviously, caring more and killing less should play a part in finding a solution, but what should we do to help those who are so broken that they want to kill? Until we have a world where mental illness treatment is discussed and debated on television and in Congress as much as the number of rounds a sportsman can carry, we will continue to live in a world where mass shoot-ings and stabbings become closer to the norm.
Kuyler Mccomas can be 
contacted at kmmccomas@
marshall.edu.
Mental health, 
caring more 
and killling less
By GINA BARRECA
THE HARTFORD COURANT (MCT)While it’s been lovely listening to the patriarchs from the Pentateuch (all of whom will forever look and sound like Charlton Heston to Americans of a cer-tain age) lay down the law for the last several thousand years, it’s time to imagine what the Old Testament matri-archs might have said.Had oxen not been so much trouble to prepare, or if the burning bush could have been turned into a useful cook-ing appliance as the women requested (not that anybody was listening _ too busy sacrificing lambs and the occa-sional son), the matriarchs might have had a little more time to write their own lists specifically for their female descendants.I believe the matriarchs would have come up with something like The Four and One-Half Commandments for Women _ the last one is just a sugges-tion, so it’s only half a commandment:1. Do Unto Yourself As You Would Do Unto Others: Start treating yourself with as much generosity, charity, kind-ness and graciousness as you would treat the least favorite among your ac-quaintances. Be as kind and as forgiving toward yourself as you would be toward a pal. If a friend missed an appointment, burst into tears at dinner or made an unconsciously cringe-inducing remark, would you hate her forever? Of course not. You’d shrug it off, understand, and 
let it go; you might tease her a bit but then you’d forget about it. Do the same for yourself. Stop torturing yourself about what you might have done (or not done) 10 days ago or 10 years ago. Let yourself off the hook and give yourself a break. Offer comfort to yourself that actually helps, such as taking care of old wounds and cleaning up old messes, and don’t rely on merely short-term diversions, such as drinking heavily be-fore lunch or eating an entire Sara Lee cheesecake without letting it defrost. You wouldn’t suggest to a friend that she do such things; why would you let yourself do them? Imagine you’re put in charge of taking care of yourself the way you might be privileged to take care of someone you love. Then do it.2. Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Friends’ Accessories: From bracelets to boy-friends, they’re all accessories. The whole coveting thing is nothing but trouble. In this one area, the boys got it right. But we should clarify the details. You see, women are too often encour-aged by the culture to be envious. Even young girls think it’s acceptable to shriek to their friends “Oooh, I’m so jealous of your new haircut/weight-loss/red-tent-acceptance!” We need to stop comparing ourselves to other women in ways that diminish all of us. We can, however, choose women we ad-mire and pattern ourselves after them. We can look to their successes, their perspectives, their abilities, and their 
grace and hope we too can achieve such goals.`3. Thou Shalt Not Say “Please” With-out Having First Said “Thank You”: This is true not only in terms of address-ing your chosen higher power or deity, where it could lead to a serious smiting, given that praying for stuff (safe travel, easy surgeries, good tickets to Fleet-wood Mac) isn’t considered cool if you haven’t already offered thanks for all the stuff you already possess (the abil-ity to get around, a place to live, the fact that your tinnitus doesn’t prevent you from enjoying “Landslide”), but also in ordinary life. Don’t ask for favors if you haven’t offered anything in the way of encouragement or congratulations. Say “thank you for everything you’ve done” before asking for a job recommenda-tion, advice, publicity for your kid’s latest project, or a lift to the airport.4. Honor Thy Sense of Humor: A day during which you have laughed is a day you have not wasted. Even if it’s only taking a shower, walking the dog, and playing Words With Friends _ if you’ve laughed a real laugh, and even more miraculously, if you’ve shared it with someone else, then you’ve made the day sacred.The Last Suggestion: Embrace Every Chance to Get It Right. Reach out, let go, take risks, and offer hugs. Say “I love you” and “I’m sorry” but not necessarily in that order. Enjoy yourself. If you’re not, who else will?
MCT CAMPUS
What if wise women wrote commandments?
It is no secret that our federal government has spent beyond its means, which is essen-tially bankrupting our future generation. Many Americans are living on credit rather than savings. Eventually, the out-of-control spending catches up and for Marshall Uni-
versity students, this was definitely the case Tuesday when President Stephen Kopp sent a university-wide email to students, noting the drastic measures the university is taking to combat a massive budget cut. In February, it was made clear that Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin was implementing a 7.5 percent appropriation cut to the state’s Higher Edu-cation Policy Commission. Some individual institutions, such as Marshall, could face an appropriation cut that reaches 8.94 percent. When crunching the numbers, that equates to more than $11 million. According to Kopp’s email, however, only a $5.11 million of the cut would affect the main campus. Marshall students, faculty and staff realize 
this cut is on the horizon — it has been on the radar of many college administrators for many months. Although there has been much protest from students and the Student Government Association a petition was initi-ated that acquired thousands of signatures, the cuts are looking as if they will indeed 
take place. This is definitely upsetting, but it just goes to show the reality of what can happen when too much money is spent and short-term gain is prioritized over lasting achievement. Republicans and Democrats can both be blamed for allowing spending to get out of control, but Americans all need to pitch in and help our country, especially at a time when our government simply cannot pay their own bills. The “taking action now, looking ahead to looming budget challenges” email from Kopp laid out conservation measures the university is taking to tackle the forthcoming cuts. Some have criticized Kopp over the way in which 
he publicized the information. For instance, he so happened to be out of town when the 
announcement was made, making it difficult for media to ask questions. In addition, Kopp continues to get a pay increase until his salary maxes out at $430,000 in July 2014. Acquiring a pay increase the same time the university is implementing a hiring freeze and sweeping some revenue accounts is not exactly frugal.Kopp will receive criticism, but taking action now instead of having to deal with drastic measures later is the appropriate step to take. Kopp still wants to maintain the same priorities and continue the same mis-sion the university has done for years. Kopp wants to continue to accelerate growth, im-
prove productivity and gain efficiencies, even in the midst of a devastating budgetary cut. We should all commend him for this. Taking action now and making cuts in other areas is crucial, especially if the university wants to refrain from raising tuition costs. 
Action needed to combat budget cuts
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vandalism increases,” Wil-liams said, “We want to also clean the city of criminal activity.”Bobby Hensley, lifelong resi-dent of Huntington said he has noticed Huntington does not look the same as it did 25 years ago.“Every where you look, even in neighborhoods that used to be prominent areas when I was 
growing up, are now starting to look like the rest of the city with piles of trash and abandoned houses,” Hensley said.Public Works division is set-ting up trash and junk pick up days to ease residents’ property clean up which are determined by weekly garbage pickup routes. Residents can sit bagged garbage and junk onto the curb the night before pick up and city workers will take their items to 
the landfill for them.
Williams said Monday’s gar-bage route cleanup will be in the Westmoreland and West End areas April 10-13. Tues-day’s garbage route cleanup will be in the downtown area, Marshall, Southside and South-west Hills on April 17-20 and again April 24-27. For resi-
dents in the Fairfield West and Southeast Hills area, cleanup dates are May 1-4 and May 
8-11. The clean up for Fairfield East, Forest Hills and Beverly 
Hills area will be May 15-18 and May 22-25. Friday’s gar-bage route cleanup will be in the Highlawn, Guyandotte and Altizer areas on May 29-June 1 and June 5-8.If residents wish to dump 
their own garbage, the landfill on South High Street in Guyan-dotte will be open to residents from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Mondays and Tuesdays, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Fridays and 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturdays. 
Items that are not accepted by the city for pick up include tires, liquid paint, batter-ies, motor oil and any other item that could be considered hazardous.Hensley said he hopes to see the entire city turn around with Williams’ clean up initiative.“With Huntington being a cleaner city it opens up a door for endless possibilities for economic development as well as families that would want to 
relocate here,” Hensley said, “No company or family is going to locate to a city that is dirty and has houses falling down around them or trash piled up on every street corner,” Hens-ley said.Williams said that residents who do not oblige by the new junk ordinance could receive 
fines of up to $500.
Ashley Herrald can be 
contacted at herrald4@mar-
shall.edu.
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Junk
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Spring
Continued from Page 1reading or listening to music. Ross Gardiner, a sophomore political science major, worked on homework outside before his next class. He said he loves being outside and being able to enjoy this type of weather. “I can tolerate 85 degrees,” Gardiner said. “I’ll still be out-side as long as there is a nice breeze going.” The high for tomorrow is expected to be in the mid 80s. Forecasts predict that a cold front will pass over later in the week and bring temperatures in the high 50s on Friday and Saturday. “I’ll be prepared for the cold for sure,” Gardiner said. “I can adapt pretty easily.”  
Caitlin Kinder-Munday can 
be contacted at kindermun-
day@marshall.edu. 
Since the two defensive line units work together so much, Cronin has seen progress from some defensive tackles com-pared to when he was here last. He said he has even seen progress in the seven practices conducted thus far this spring.“Jarquez Samuels is getting a lot better along with Ken Smith and Steve Dillon,” Cronin said. “Those guys are rising up, and the tackles are starting to play a lot better.”Spring practice continues this week with a Thursday mat-inee workout beginning around 3:30 p.m., and on Saturday with 
an officiated scrimmage sched-uled to start at 9:15 a.m. Both practices will take place inside Joan C. Edwards Stadium. The Thursday practice is open to everyone, but Saturday’s scrim-mage is open only to Big Green members and season ticket holders.
Braxton Crisp can be con-
tacted at crisp23@marshall.
edu.
By BRIAN GAAR, LORI 
HAWKINS and KIRK 
LADENDORF
AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN 
(MCT)Internet search giant Google Inc. on Tuesday said it will start offering its ultra-fast Internet access network in Austin around the middle of next year.By fast network, Google means very fast. Its Google Fiber network in Austin will operate at 1 gigabit-per-sec-ond speeds, which is about 150 times faster than current typical broadband Internet ac-cess speeds in this country.The announcement followed days of intense Internet specu-lation about the next market for Google Fiber, which aims to satisfy some Internet us-ers' need for speed. Work on the project will start almost 
immediately, but the network will take time to complete.Austin will be the second major market that Google Fi-ber serves, following Kansas 
City, where the first customers received service last Novem-
ber. Austin's first service is still more than a year away, but lo-
cal officials say the high-speed network could become a criti-cal advantage for startups and creative companies, such as 
film studios, as well as schools and hospitals. In Kansas City, 
the construction for its first phase of service delivery will take a little more than a year and be completed by the end of this year."The gigabit is the future," said Kevin Lo, general man-ager for Google Fiber. "Our company has an interesting history in that we have always made investments early in the 
process ... . We have always made big bets. We believe fundamentally that gigabit connectivity is the future. And more than anything else, we have been humbled from the feedback from people and the communities that want to be a part of it."Google, as is its habit, was sparing in its details about the project. It hasn't said how much money it has spent on the Kansas City network or how much it intends to spend on Austin. Nor has it said how many people it will employ here, although most of the construction work is expected to be done by contractors. Nor has it said how many custom-ers it has signed up in Kansas City or how many it expects to get in Austin.Google does say that ad-vances in communications 
technology enable it to create a very high-performance net-work with considerably less investment than was required several years ago. Analysts say Google is demonstrating that it intends to make Google Fi-ber a money-making business over time. They also say the giant Internet company wants to help push the country to-ward faster construction of next-generation networks in order to hasten the develop-ment of new ways of using the Internet.When Google in 2010 asked for community proposals for its network, Austin competed 
fiercely for the project, as did some 1,100 other communi-ties, but Kansas City won out.Despite falling short in the 
first round, Austin city officials and community groups con-tinued to tell Google they still wanted a Google Fiber network.Lo said that strong endorse-ment from city leaders and the creativity of proposals for community groups were im-portant reasons why it chose Austin this time. He cited Aus-
tin Mayor Lee Leffingwell and Council Member Laura Morri-son as key movers in helping Austin win.Google will build its network without incentives from the city or state, but it did seek a high level of cooperation from the city and from Austin En-ergy, the city-operated utility company, which owns the util-ity poles on which much of the network will be strung.
Leffingwell said Austin won this project by letting Google know that it remained vitally 
interested in a second network after the Kansas City project was started."We just stayed active and made sure that they knew that, if they wanted to do another project, we were interested," 
Leffingwell said.There are many details of the project that remain to be worked out. Tuesday's an-nouncement, Lo said, makes it easier for Google's engineers to 
engage with city officials and be-gin planning the network and for the basic construction required 
for the network before the first customers are accounted.In Kansas City, Google divided the two target commu-nities (Kansas City, Kansas, and the central part of Kansas City, Mo.) into 202 areas — dubbed 
"fiberhoods" — that were asked to demonstrate their interest in getting the service. The areas that showed the most interest were targeted 
for the first start of service. Along the way, the company worked with community groups and volunteers to en-gage with potential customers in low-income areas to explain to them the value of a broad-band Internet connection.In Kansas City, the basic price for 1-gigabit Internet 
access is $70 a month. Inter-
net plus cable TV costs $120 a month. But the company also offers a slower basic broad-band package that is free for 
seven years once a $300 net-work construction cost is paid.Few of the details for Aus-tin's service are available now, but they are expected to be similar to those of Kansas City.
Ultra-fast Google Fiber network 
coming next to Austin, Texas
The ISI is a domestic and international spy and para-
military service that officially reports to Pakistan’s prime minister. In reality, however, the agency answers to the chief of staff of the army, which has ruled Pakistan for most of its 66 years. Former Prime Minis-ter Yousuf Raza Gilani in 2011 called the army a “state within a state.”Traditionally commanded by an army general and mostly 
staffed by military officers, the ISI has an ominous reputation as the Pakistani army’s instru-ment for rigging elections and 
crushing internal dissent. It has been accused of directing proxy wars and terrorist attacks by Islamist extremists in India and on civilians and U.S.-led troops in Afghanistan.The CIA-ISI cooperation on 
drones reflects one of the ma-jor contradictions that have long infected relations be-tween the United States and Pakistan.The United States has regu-larly praised the ISI for helping to capture and kill key al-Qaida operatives, including those behind the Sept. 11, 2001, 
attacks. But senior U.S. offi-cials also have charged that elements in the ISI support the Afghan Taliban and allied 
insurgents fighting U.S.-led forces in Afghanistan. Neither the ISI nor the army high com-mander was told in advance of the raid that killed Osama bin Laden, for fear he’d be tipped off and escape. At the same time, the U.S. has provided bil-lions to Pakistan in military aid and assistance to stabilize democracy and help secure its nuclear weapons.For their part, Pakistani 
officials deny that the ISI sup-ports Afghan insurgents. For years, the Pakistani army has spurned U.S. demands that it close their sanctuaries, contending that its counterter-rorism cooperation with the United States has cost the lives 
of tens of thousands of security forces and civilians. And the army has declared its support for the civilian leadership’s po-sition on drone strikes.“As far as drone attacks are concerned, (the) army has repeatedly conveyed to all concerned that these are not acceptable under any cir-cumstances. There is no room for ambiguity in this regard,” the military’s top command-ers said in a June 9, 2011, statement.A spokesman for the Paki-stani Embassy in Washington said, “We forcefully contest” that there was any collabora-tion between the ISI and CIA on drone strikes.
 ALBERTO MARTINEZ | AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN | MCT
Google's vice president of access services Milo Medin, left, speaks to a crowd at a news conference, 
Tuesday, announcing that Google will bring its fiber Internet service to Austin, Texas.
By SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
LOS ANGELES TIMES  (MCT)HTC announced Thursday a new smartphone called the First that has been optimized for Face-book Home, a new interface for the Android operating system.The Taiwanese phone maker said the HTC First is the "ultimate social phone." The device was de-
signed specifically for Facebook Home, a smartphone Facebook-centric interface also announced Thursday.
The HTC First will be available from AT&T for 
$99.99; pre-or-ders are available on the carrier's website. It will go on sale in stores April 12 to co-incide with the launch of Facebook Home.Users don't need the new Face-book phone to use Home. The new interface will be available 
for free in the Google Play marketplace for the HTC One X, HTC One X+, Samsung Galaxy S 3, the Galaxy Note 2 and the upcoming HTC One and Sam-sung Galaxy S 4.While it was expected that HTC would announce a "Facebook phone," the timing of the device's 
release is a bit of a surprise. HTC already is set to begin selling an-other major smartphone, its HTC One, on April 19.
At $200, the HTC One will cost twice as much as the HTC First.HTC might simply be choosing to sell two major phones around the same time to give consumers more options over rival Sam-sung's Galaxy S 4. That phone will go on sale later this month as the follow-up to 2012's popular Galaxy S 3.
Facebook announces new interface; optimized HTC phone available
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The Tri-State gets Tropical
By KAYLIN SEARLES
THE PARTHENONThe recent skyrocketing temperatures have had the Tri-State area looking for a way to cool off. Tropical Moon, a self-serve frozen yogurt store, offers ways to do just that. Tropical Moon has three locations to keep people cooled off — one on Fourth Avenue in downtown Huntington, another in the Merritts Creek Plaza in Barboursville and a recently opened store in the Tristate Cross-ing next to Lowe’s in South Point, Ohio.Tropical Moon is family started and owned by the Lake family of Lawrence County, Ohio. They are not new to busi-ness ownership, as Kim Lake owns Mug & Pia and Simply Whisk in downtown Hun-tington. Edwin Lake and his wife Kim were vacationing in Florida when they walked into their first self-serve frozen yogurt store.“I liked the concept and told her this is something we need in Huntington,” Lake said. “There’s nothing like this there.”The Lakes spent the next 18 months do-ing research for the store. The name was one of the harder parts for the couple to decide upon. They wanted to trademark the name in case they ever wanted to turn 
it into a franchise, but every name they handed in had already been taken.“We both like tropics and palm trees and warm sandy beaches,” Lake said. “One night, it just popped out and everything fell into place.”The next night Kim Lake sat down and did the graphics for the vibrant mom and pop 
store. The first store in downtown Hunting-ton came to life, and was followed by the Barboursville location after a year of success.The Lakes went for a family friendly atmo-sphere with a tropical twist. Upon entering a Tropical Moon, customers can expect a bright yellow ceiling representing the hot sun of the tropics, brightly colored walls and bamboo fans to top off the warm feeling of paradise.
“If I could, I would put sand on the floor, but I don’t think the health department would allow that,” Lake said. “There is constantly tropical music playing. We want you to feel relaxed and enjoyed.”Some of the fascination with this sweet treat is due to the actual act of customers 
mixing their own flavors and toppings. The price comes from the actual weight of the frozen yogurt, giving customers control over how much they spend by the amount of yo-gurt and toppings they choose.“The self-serve yogurt, it’s all up to the 
customer,” Lake said. “It’s really their own creation. It brings people back in time to their childhood when they were at home making sundaes for themselves.”Frozen yogurt lovers can choose from a va-
riety of flavors ranging from pink-lemonade to strawberry, and can top it off with their choice of toppings from the 48 choices that are featured at the bar. The newest location in South Point, Ohio, had a soft opening followed by a grand open-ing last week. Lake said he wanted to move into his native state of Ohio and luckily saw the space open. As far as for the future of Tropical Moon, Lake said he is not looking to buy right now, but is always keeping one eye open.“My focus is on the new store and our exist-ing stores,” Lake said. “But I’m always looking. Nine months to a year from now, it might be a different story.”Ryan Lake, manager and marketer for Tropical Moon, is the son of Edwin and Kim Lake and helps manage the Barboursville store when he is not there. He said he is usu-ally at the Huntington store, which he partly manages with his parents.“I do all the Facebook, Twitter and Insta-gram. We’re getting ready to re-launch our website,” Lake said. “A lot of people ask what 
flavors we have coming up that day, I get the alerts to my phone and instantly reply.”Lake said he loves the family oriented place and loves seeing the kids enjoy their frozen yogurt.“The other day a kid was drinking yo-gurt out of a cup. We retweeted that,” Lake said. “With summer coming you can sit outside, and people really enjoy that.”Ann Leonard, Marshall University sophomore, said she enjoys the healthy alternative to ice cream that Tropical Moon has to offer.“I’m constantly craving things that might not be healthy for me,” Leonard said. “I like that I can get a treat that tastes good and has a low calorie option.”Leonard said her favorite frozen yogurt is angel food with strawberries and gra-ham cracker crumbs.“I tried it for the first time today,” Leon-ard said. “I was surprised with how much it actually tasted like angel food cake — very yummy.”Tropical Moon offers Marshall stu-dents a 10 percent discount on their entire order when they show their ID on Wednesdays.
Kaylin Searles can be contacted at 
searles1@marshall.edu.
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